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Month of JUNE brought long, hot days  

And now have our summer holidays 

School is closed and no set rules 

Waking up late and going to pool.  

Little homework, easy to be done 

Playing with friends and lots of fun. 

Beautiful time comes once in a year, 

Summer holidays are best days ever!! 

This summer break, try and make a difference: 

 Unravel the artist in you-Learn a new skill like playing an instrument, mastering a skill of art like 

painting, crafting, a piece music or dance. 

 Good manners are the key- Respect your parents, grandparents and all elders. Use three magical 

words (Sorry, Please and Thank you) often. ‘A little more courtesy goes along way.’ Try to collect 

coins of appreciation from your elders for each values depicted in your daily behaviour. 

 Learn to become a literary artist- To become an artist of literature, the concerned should go 

through the selected subject in such a depth, that he should live in the world of characters as well 

in the world of the creators’ mind. Read a book of your interest(fiction/non-fiction) and submit the 

book review attached along with holidays homework. 

  

  Converse in English with your siblings &friends as it will improve their proficiency. 

 Take small responsibilities in household chores. 

 Physical fitness is an important aspect of life. A healthy mind stays in healthy body. Do yoga & 

exercise regularly. 

 Learn the school prayers and songs. 

 Plant a sapling, nurture it with love and watch it grow. 

 Avoid heavy and oily food & intake of fresh fruits and water to keep yourself hydrated and 

energetic. 
 

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Holiday Homework must be done in a very neat and presentable manner. 

 Homework will be assessed on the basis of neatness, handwriting, creativity, presentation and 

completion of all the questions & indexing of work. 

 Avoid cutting & overwriting. 

 Creativity and Originality of work will be appreciated. You can take help of your elders if required. 

 Keep yourself updated by watching English news and write top headlines on A4 sheet for the 

month of June. 

 

SUBMISSION OF HOLIDAY HOMEWORK: 

 Do all the work on A4 size sheet. 

 Compile the holiday homework of all the subjects in one file including cover page and index 

page. 

 The laste date of submission of holidays homework is July 6,2022. 

 



 

 

 

A.  Read the passage carefully and highlight common nouns with red colour and proper nouns with     

      green colour. 

Geese are large birds. They are larger than ducks but smaller than swans. They live on land, in water and air with 

equal ease. People eat goose meat and stuff their feathers in pillows and quilts. They have webbed feet which 

help them to paddle in water. Mostly they are black, brown, grey or white in colour. They are good at walking 

because their legs are farther forward in their bodies. They usually fly in a ‘v’ formation in the sky. Grass is the 

main food of these birds. 

B. Birds have fascinated people throughout history. Many people keep birds as pets or enjoy watching them in 

the wild or at zoos. In addition, farmers raise birds for their meat and eggs. Hunters shoot some birds as game. 

People also use bird feathers in various products and for decoration. Birds are found almost everywhere on Earth. 

There are more than 10,000 species, or types, alive today. Different types have different habitats, from deserts 

to forests to cities. 

Now that we know so much about birds, so let us do an activity related to birds and know more about them. 

WHO AM I? 

FIND MY NAME IN THE CROSSWORD USING THE HINTS GIVEN BELOW. ALSO WRITE THE 

NAMES AND PASTE PICTURES OF ALL THE BIRDS ON AN A4 SIZE SHEET. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

1. I lay eggs.H___________ 

2. I have colourful wings.B___________ 

3. I stay awake at night. O___________ 

4. I dance in rainy season.P___________ 

5. I have very sharp eyes.E___________ 

6. I can copy human speech.P___________ 

7. I feed on remains of dead animals.V___________ 

8. I bang my head on wood all day.W___________ 

9. I live in snow.P___________ 

10. I can run very fast.O___________ 

 

P F B A W E P M V G 

E W U K O V E G U K 

N B T M O T A Q L R 

G U T G D J C D T S 

U H E N P U O Y U P 

I K R D E F C O R A 

N Q F J C A K J E R 

O W L T K R H Q I R 

D R Y N E A G L E O 

I O S T R I C H Y T 



 

 

 

1. D;k vkius dHkh i{kh vH;kj.; (BIRD SANCTUARY) dh lSj dh gS \ ;fn ugh] arks lqYrkuiqj i{kh 

vH;kj.; xqM+xk¡o] gfj;k.kk ds fo’k; esa tku sarFkk ogk¡ ds if{k;ksa ds ckjs esa 50&60 “kCnksa e safy[ksaA 

2. fuEufyf[kr mnkgj.kksa dks ns[kdj fdUgha nl if{k;ksa ds fyax cnydj fyf[k,A 

fpM+k&fpfM+;k ] eqxkZ&eqxhZ 

 

 

 

1. By using different geometrical shapes draw a bird of your own choice. For e.g.  See the image 

given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Do a research of 10 Highest Flying Birds in The World by Flight Height and paste their pictures 

also write their species with small description in tabular form and then answer the following 

questions: 

(i) Write their number names 

(ii) Write them in expanded form 

(iii) Arrange in ascending order 

(iv) Arrange in descending order 

(v) Which bird has highest flight height? 

(vi) Which bird has shortest flight height? 

 

 
In addition to the joys they bring to people's lives, birds are also valuable for economic reasons. Birds have 

ecological value as important elements of natural systems. Birds provide insect and rodent control, plant 

pollination, and seed dispersal which result in tangible benefits to people. 

Birds add life, sound and color to our lives. Watching wild birds is often a diversion from the pressures of our 

daily lives. We even value birds that we personally will never see; it is comforting and uplifting just knowing 

that our world includes birds that can offer joy in our lives. 

 Feather Collection 

TO DO: Collect feather of different birds and paste it on a A4 size sheet with the name of the bird. 

 

For e.g.: CROW 

 

 ORIGAMI 

TO DO: Prepare a bird by folding paper and paste it on a A4 sheet and label its various parts of the 

body. Write one characteristics of each part also. * Refer the following link:  

https://youtu.be/At2uod_AnsI 

 

 

https://youtu.be/At2uod_AnsI


 

 

 

Make a colorful collage in MS Word on the topic “Different Species of Birds-Flying  

Feathers” by inserting pictures from the Internet. 

2. Also type a short poem on Birds in the same document and take a printout. 

*Refer to Chapter 5 for all the formatting features to be applied on the text. 

 

 

 

 Make any ‘Bird’ with craft. Refer the following video link. 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wR0Qo06_0cs&feature=share 

 

 

 

 

 

 Do page 6,7,8 in English calligraphy book. 

 Do page 7,8,9 in Hindi calligraphy book. 

 Write 10 lines on National Bird on A4 size sheet. 

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=wR0Qo06_0cs&feature=share

